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Campaign finance reform 2019

The birthday along with some reflection on my first reporting work in Washington prompted a stunning realization that I have been writing about campaign reform for half a century. As a fledgling reporter for Congressional Quarterly 1969, I was given the laborious task of transforming into a print campaign spending disclosure from the previous Congressional election. Consider that
with the grave solemnity of my editors, the discovery themselves were comic masterpieces of creative writing. Filed under the Toothless Corrupt Practices Act of 1925, they allowed the victorious senator, who had survived a hotly contested race to claim that his entire campaign cost something similar (and was always a suspiciously accurate figure) $6,318.26. Motivation was part
of the political puritanism of TV advertising and part of the rightful concern about the uncontrolled power of wealthy donors and self-financing. I vividly recall the congressional hearings on the popular proposal to mandate free television time for federal candidates. That boomlet died when the presidents of the three broadcast networks presented mockups of what a prime-time TV
schedule might look like weeks before the elections in New York and Los Angeles. Instead of programs like Bonanza, Here's Lucy, and the Doris Day Show, viewers in these huge metropolitan areas should be fed a steady diet of 30 minutes of appeal for 50 or more House candidates to spread across to the top of 20 districts. During my half-century on the campaign reform beat,
there have been moments of elation with the passage of post-Watergate legislation and the McCain-Feingold bill banning unregulated soft money in 2002. But the abundance of such a burst has mostly proven to be a fleeting illusion. They were threatened by dispiriting Supreme Court decisions (Buckley v. Valeo and Citizens United), the often non-functioning Federal Election
Commission, and embrace free spending mechanisms such as Super PACs with politicians on both sides. I'll be honest: There have been times when the glittering goal of creating political campaigns that are not dominated by the super-rich has seemed like esperanto makes the world's second language. However, if I squint when looking back, I can reveal some hopeful lessons in
the next bipartisan drive to campaign reform. (The word bipartisan was deliberately chosen to emphasize that any long-standing campaign for financial legislation will have GOP support to survive the Senate filibuster and earn across the board public approval in these politically polarized times.) The opening remains a bright spot for campaign reform since the day when Richard
Nixon's bagmen delivered suitcases filled with money to watergate plotters. The main reason why respected members of Congress submitted ridiculous campaign finance reports in 1969 was that no one was punished under this section more than 40 years. For all the current frustration with the loopholes that mask the sources of funding for dark money political groups, we live in a
world where all federal candidates on both sides accept without a doubt the legal requirement for full disclosure of donors. This alone is significant progress. One enduring legacy of the late 1960s fascination with free television time is the 1971 law (little known to anyone other than campaign consultants) that gives candidates (and only candidates) reduced broadcast TV
advertising rates during the run-up to the primary and general election. As I pointed out in an earlier column at the Brennan Center, this legally mandated rebate is in effect for super PAC tax because independent groups have to pay much more for TV times in hotly contested political seasons. These reduced TV advertising rates appeal to all members of Congress, regardless of
party. While the federal government only directly regulates broadcast television, there must be other ways to reduce campaign costs that can win the support of Republicans as well as Democrats (such as free mailings or some form of legally mandated free TV time). Over the past five decades, the main obstacle to campaign reform is the fear of one side or the other that the new
legislation is at a disadvantage. It is part of a practical argument to start reform efforts in the presidential and congressional primaries because these hard fought and costly battles are between candidates from the same party. After the Watergate reform, the legislation created an innovative system of federal reconciliation funds for presidential primaries. Candidates who showed a
level of financial support across 20 states could have all their contributions up to $250 matched with government funds. These matching funds — along with federal funding for fall campaigns — meant that perhaps the cleanest presidential election in American history was from 1976 (Jimmy Carter) to 1992 (Bill Clinton). But this set of labor reforms died with Clinton extracting soft
money channeled through the Democratic Party in his 1996 reelection campaign and George W. Bush disdaining federal funding when he ran in 2000. The basic problem was that these post-Watergate reforms also set draconic limits on how many candidates could be promoted and spend in search of the White House. And candidates like Bush and Barack Obama quickly
calculated that they could raise much more money without dividing the federal funding system. In theory, there must be support on both sides to bring back the federal reconciliation fund program (without spending limits) for the presidential primaries. Such a law could come into force in 2024, when no one has the most generous idea of what will happen in the vote. What I've
learned over half a century is that the most effective reform plays off what is-in-it-for-me selfish calculations of congressional history though I therefore believe that the emphasis on reducing campaign costs and promoting small donors in the primaries needs to be restored. This may not be a panacea, but it is a more fertile approach than the miserable despair and vain railings
against supreme court citizens united. The opinions expressed are the author's own and not necessarily those of the Brennan Center for Justice. (Image: Pool/Getty) (Photo via governor's office) Governor Andrew Cuomo proposed an extensive program of progressive legislation in his state speech on Tuesday, along with more detailed policies and budget books, including several
measures aimed at improving New York democracy and increasing public confidence in the state government. Emboldened by the full democratic control of the state Senate and Assembly, after years of split in the legislature, where Republicans control the upper chamber, Cuomo repeated many proposals that he has repeatedly lax in vain in previous years, and introduced new
ideas to fight state corruption, reduce the impact of money policy, and ensure greater transparency about legislative and executive branch operations. Cuomo evaluated the state government's failure to police itself – as he talked about passing ethical reforms, a PowerPoint slide behind him filled with newspaper headlines about corruption in the state government, beginning with his
administration. If you read the headlines in recent years, they are continuous and they are disappointing and they are shameful and they are widespread, he admitted. It looks terrible, and it's terrible. Government reform advocates have widely praised the governor's platform as they continue to check the budget. There seems to be a general agreement in voting reforms, but
campaign finance and ethics proposals can encourage further debate. Electoral reform Cuomo supported several voting reforms, many of which were passed by the state legislature on Monday and sent to the governor's desk for his signature. They included early voting — he has proposed 12 days of early voting, but the legislature passed a 10-day bill — consolidating state and
federal primaries on one day in June, pre-registering 16- and 17-year-olds to vote, and the transferability of voter registration. There was also a campaign finance reform measure that significantly limited contributions through the so-called LLC loophole and required more transparency from LLC owners. The legislature also began the process of amending the state constitution to
establish the same day of voter registration and there is no excuse for absentee voting by mail, both of which will have to be approved by the next legislature sitting in 2021 and then by election referendum. Cuomo supports all of the above, and his proposals go further, some of which are aligned with the bills Democratic legislators have introduced. Governor wants election day
national holiday to be implemented and online voter registration, as well as expanding voting hours in primary elections to the upstate where polling places are currently open only at noon. Campaign finance reform Cuomo supports a sweeping campaign finance reform program that includes a national reconciliation system for the state. The legislative LLC bill brought contribution
limits under $5,000 for corporations. Cuomo, on the other hand, has proposed closing this loophole completely (which some lawmakers have said they want to do in the next phase) and banning all corporate contributions to candidate campaigns while reducing contribution limits. He also proposed banning any contributions from individuals or organisations that have recently
applied or sought government contracts. Separately, the governor pushed the measure to require reporting on intermediaries or bundlers who collect donations from multiple investors and funnel them to candidates. He wants to create state funding for the election by providing 6-to-1 games for small contributions of up to $175, similar to the system currently running in New York.
State funds limits would be $8 million for candidates for governor; $4 million for lieutenant governor, attorney general and comptroller candidates; $375,000 for Senate candidates; and $175,000 for assembly candidates. On Wednesday, the governor's office put out details of its proposal to reduce contribution limits — statewide candidates could get a total of $25,000 ($10,000 for
the primary and $15,000 for the general election) down from the current effective total limit of about $65,100. The restrictions would lower state legislators – Senate candidates would be allowed to raise a total of $10,000 from individual investors, down from $18,000; Assembly candidates would be limited to $6,000 in total, down from $8,800. While significant cuts, the number is
still quite high compared to individual donation limits for presidential candidates or candidates for mayor of New York City, for example. Cuomo is also trying to take on the misery of dark money flowing into the election with independent spending by anonymous sources. His budget briefing book calls for expanding disclosure to 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) nonprofit groups the scale
and nature of their spending is used to influence the debate on national issues and the identity of the large donors who contribute to this speech. These shortcomings make the entire campaign system fraught on a lack of integrity, Cuomo said. You want to talk about franchise individuals who now feel disenfranchised – a corporation, a big contributor with a $10 million check can
buy an election and no one knows who he or she is. The government and lobbying ethics While some of his proposals may have faced resistance from the state legislature, Cuomo was not shy about challenging his legislative colleagues in his Tuesday speech as he railed against repeated cases have come to light in recent years, including from their administrations. Now we
never stop venial, greedy, ignorant, behavioral people. And we shouldn't expect to do this, Cuomo said, but we should do our best to have a system that protects against fraud or theft, and there it is continuing the battle, but there I believe we can do more to ensure public trust. He proposed asking candidates in state elections to disclose their tax returns, a measure that is usually
voluntary by candidates for head offices such as the mayor, governor, and president. Cuomo's budget proposal would require statewide candidates to release ten-year tax returns and five-year returns to candidates in the Senate and Assembly. He also emphasized the need to expand the state Freedom of Information Act to cover the state legislature, a move that some lawmakers
have advocated in the past, but one that previous lawmakers have vehemently opposed. The governor also seeks to ban government employees from volunteering for their employers' political campaigns, and wants to require local elected officials each year to disclose their finances to the Joint Commission on Public Ethics (JCOPE), just as state elected officials and employees
have done. Cuomo also floated the Lobbying Code of Conduct to strictly curb the real and perceived pay-to-play policies and curb the revolving door practices that have become commonplace in Albany. He proposed higher penalties for violations of lobbying laws, lowering the threshold for opening lobbying activities to $500, dropping from $5,000, banning loans from lobbyists and
preventing political consultants from lobbying for elected officials they helped with office. He also advocates an widening blackout in which government employees and elected officials, as well as their employees, would be banned from becoming lobbyists from two years to five. The governor promised on Tuesday that if the state legislature did not approve a code of conduct for
lobbyists, he would ban those lobbyists who voluntarily did not ban it from lobbying for executive action. The provisions of his proposal, however, include many grey areas, as well as steep sanctions - a lobbyist who deliberately breaks the rules could receive a civil fine of $25,000 or ban lobbying for six months to five years - which will be part of the negotiations if there is any
movement on the proposals. In a surprising move, the governor also announced on Tuesday that he has reached an agreement with state comptroller Tom DiNapoli to implement some reforms in the state's contracting and procurement processes, including returning to the comptroller some of the powers that were stripped during Cuomo's first year as governor. Cuomo said he
would allow the caretaker to pre-check any SUNY, CUNY and Office of General Services worth more than $250,000, assigned audits are carried out within 30 days, and in turn, the comptroller agreed to convert contracts above that threshold to the state inspector general audits. A contract procurement review needs to be conducted and the government must act in a timely
manner, Cuomo said. I don't think one is the enemy of the other. Yes, review the treaties, but yes let's get it done quickly because the government is running and we have to get things done. The agreement countered criticism that Cuomo faced to undermine the overall power, and preempted the potential threat to the state legislature of passing these measures against the
governor's wishes. Cuomo also proposed strengthening the state inspector's mandate by giving the Office the power to oversee non-profit organizations associated with SUNY and CUNY, as well as the implementation and enforcement of state-related procurement and financial control policies at SUNY and CUNY. This proposal is a positive step forward, said Jennifer Freeman,
DiNapoli's representative, in a statement. Improvements to the procurement process will ensure that independent checks and balances are in place to prevent abuse. Finally, the governor's briefing book states that he will redirect Empire State Development, the state agency responsible for economic development programs, to create a publicly available online database of projects
that benefit the state. Good government advocates, DiNapoli, and some lawmakers have long been pushing for such a database of transactions and praised its inclusion in the governor's budget proposal. We are very pleased with the sheer scope of many good government reform measures the governor issued, and we are carefully evaluating them, said Alex Camarda, senior
policy advisor at Reinvent Albany, a nonprofit advocacy group. We are very pleased with the progress of a clean treaty. Contract.
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